the

Sentinel
crime deterrent unit

under lock
SENTINEL ensures a weatherproof, secure
housing that keeps its components operating
the way they should. Realising that security
is its promise, it also engages a sturdy lock
and key mechanism to prevent easy access
and

attempted

vandalism.

Rest easy that your environment is now being
monitored by a highly functional anti-crime
device whilst itself being under lock and key...

secure key locking device

KEY

Utilising an IP66 certiﬁed enclosure, the

certiﬁed locking mechanism

&

lighting
the way

in

preventative security

Sporting a high power halogen spotlight, the
SENTINEL acts to light up any area conﬁgured
within the conﬁnes of the area of displacement
according to the dispersion area of the chosen
light unit utilised. As per normal instinct, any human
activity of the unwanted kind gets brought to light so
to speak, and deters any kind of illegal or immoral
perpetration. Preventative security. We’ll light the way.

we’ll be

watching
We use cameras speciﬁc to our customers requirements. Budget and applications purposes
dictate the ability of cameras installed and can be upgraded at any time whenever required or
simply because the constant evolution of technology has released something truly exceptional!
The fact that our SENTINEL clients are NOT tied into a system that will become obsolete is
quite the variance compared to other industry level electronics that are available for purchase.
Acquiring our technology knowing that you are future proofed indicates that we, as a company,
are tremendously driven by customer service and you can have absolute peace of mind
regarding your investments.

www.fmhometech.com.au

dvr.

digital video recorder

always remembering.

h264 video . 4 channels . usb storage backup functionality . multi video output . vga - composite - hdmi
smart video detection - motion, camera blanking, video loss . pan tilt zoom control - multi protocol, preset
scan, auto pan, auto tour, pattern auxiliary function & 3D positioning sorted . network function & built-in web
server real time recording at CIF & D1 real time for limited channels . bi-directional talk support pentaplex
function - live, rec, playback, remote access & backup . multi user access . remote live viewing - remote live
view, recording, playback, setup, system status, event log . intelligent camera settings - privacy masking
camera lock, colour settings & title display bundled with multi-DVR client software for multiple sites

With speciﬁcations as above, the internals of the built in DVR for the Sentinel
are

lifted

engineered

directly
even

off

our

further
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throughout
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industry
With

and

proper

streaming ability and remote ﬂexibility, the vigilance of our eye guard is without
question and will ALWAYS keep remembering...
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wi-ﬁ + 3G = access to anything from anywhere.

communications

Heighten security efﬁciency with a Gateway that
combines the performance and reach of Telstra's
Next G® network with advanced WiFi and Ethernet
connectivity. Connect your monitor to the Next G®
network and set up a secure monitoring network for
up to 16 WiFi devices as well as 4 wired devices and 2
USB printers or mass storage devices without ﬁxed
line limitations. The user-friendly Ultimate®
Gateway integrates 4 Ethernet ports, 300Mbps
Wireless N WiFi, 4 internal antennas and 2 USB
2.0 ports for versatile online access wherever
coverage exists.

Anywhere, anytime connectivity
Ideal for mobile businesses and temporary ofﬁce
setups without access to ADSL, cable or ﬁbre, the
Ultimate® Gateway establishes a high-speed
42Mbps mobile broadband Internet connection
wherever there is Next G® coverage and power
available.

Instant wireless.
Create a superfast 300Mbps WiFi network from any
location and share the single Next G® mobile
broadband connection with 16 wireless devices of
your choice. The cost-effective Ultimate®
Gateway connects multiple devices to the one mobile
broadband connection to save time and money.

watch closely

application.
utilising the sentinel.

If it needs watching, if it needs monitoring, if it needs to be recorded and you

need to access it real time or otherwise, with alerts or without, then SENTINEL
will be right up your alley. An affordable, real world, tested solution that works
every time you require it to. A device that is easily re-located and re-utilised
wherever and whenever you like. Coupled with our non nonsense warranties, it
would be a poor choice to buy anything else.
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